Cantatas for Christmas and the New Year season 1726-1727 have not survived. This is
J.S. Bach - Church Cantatas BWV 58the
only surviving cantata between BWV 36 (for the first Sunday in Advent 1726—a

Introduction & updates at melvinunger.com.

reworking of a previous work) and BWV 82 ("Ich habe genug") for Purification on 2 February 1727. Bach seems to
have reduced his efforts and commitment and at this time. BWV 58 uses reduced forces of S, B, oboes, strings,
Ach Gott, wie manches Herzeleid II
and continuo. BWV 82 is for B, oboe, strings, and continuo, with no chorale. Cantata 58 is the fourth of 4 dialog
NBA I/4; BC A26a/b
cantatas for S & B in Bach's third cycle. See also BWV 57 (26 December 1725), 32 (13 January 1726), 49 (2
1. S. after New Year (BWV 153, 58, 248-V)
November 1726). Cantatas 49 and 58 are significant because both end with a bass aria (Jesus) that embeds a
*1 Pet. 4:12–19 (Sharing the sufferings of Christ)
chorale sung by S (Soul), as does also 58/1. BWV 58 survives only in a
*Mt. 2:13–23 (Mary & Joseph’s flight to Egypt)
revised version of 1733 or 1734; for the later cersion Bach added 3 oboes
Librettist: Unknown
in movements 1 & 5 (third oboe as taille) and replaced the middle aria,
FP: 5 January 1727 (St. Thomas); survives in version
which was originally in 12/8. Bach later assigned this cantata to
of 1733 or 1734.
the Chorale Cantata cycle (in 1725 there was no "Sunday after
New Year"). It is not a true chorale cantata in that the outer
In this cantata, Mary and Josephs' flight to Egypt
movement are not from the same chorale and the
with the baby Jesus to escape Herod is seen
inner movements are not chorale paraphrases. See
metaphorically as the Believer's difficult
Dürr/Jones, p. 168.
journey to heaven.
●Dialog: Way to heaven is hard (58/1).
Halting, dotted rhythms in sarabande? meter with chromatic pitches (e.g., lament figure); embedded chorale
Dialog cantata but not in
58/1.
sung by Soprano.
the ususal sense between
Vox Christe and Soul
1.
Aria combined with embedded
chorale in opening and closing
movements. Aria-ritornello
form combined with bar form
of the hymn. See also 49/6,
158/2, 156/2, 159/2.
This symmetrical work with
movement no. 3 the keystone
movement in the arch. See side
note for more.

Ritornello

Lament figure

C major

Instrumentation:
Oboe I, II
Taille (tenor
oboe)
[Oboes
added since
1733/34]
Vln I, II
Vla
SB
Continuo,
Organo

G major

D minor

Chorale: Stanza 1 of "Ach Gott," which has 18 stanzas. For other
appearances of same chorale, see 3/1 and 44/4.

Soprano double by taille

Dialog but
more like
a dialog
between
two people
than a
believer and
Christ;
perhaps here
representing
Mary and
Joseiph in
the Gospel
reading
(especially
since the
following
movement
speaks of
God in the
third
person)..

Bach's score shows that he first intended the free part for alto voice but changed it to bass when writing out the parts (perhaps
representing Mary & Joseph in the Gospel lesson).

Bass sings sighing/
lament figure related to
beginning of the ritornello.

C major
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Vln I: Lament figure

Here the texts are sung together in the manner of a duet.

In the first movement, the focus is on "the present evil time"; in
the final movement it is on "the joy of that future time."

Vln II: Lament figure

"evil" emphasized with high note

G major

2nd statement of ritornello
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Vln I: Lament figure

D major
Vln I: Lament figure

A minor
Allusion to Matthew 7:14: "The gate is narrow and the way is hard [Luther: "schmal," i.e., "narrow"], that leads to life, and
those who find it are few."

Lament figure

G major
word painting: the "narrow path" to heaven

Vln I: Lament figure

Vln II: Lament
figure

A minor
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2 measure bassetto technique
(no continuo bass)
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A minor
D minor
Here the texts are sung together in the manner of a duet.

Text painting: Melisma for "joy"

C major

Descending chromatic tetrachord = traditional symbol of lament

F minor

First 2 lines of aria text (Bass voice) are repeated.

C major
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58/2.

Secco Recitative

E

Chromatic Saturation:
12 in 6 mm. Then
only 11 different
pitch
classes in
the rest of the vocal
line.

G#

●Persecution: God rescues us like Joseph from Herod (58/2).

B

D

C

F

F#

C

A

D#

Angular melody. Important words often emphasized with high notes

Allusion to Abraham, whom God called to a new land (like Joseph in the Gospel reading) and who was called a friend of God.
See Genesis 12:1, 2 Chronicles, Isaiah 41:8.)

Key of A minor
Rhetorical leap for
raging King Herod

C#

G

B-flat

F#

A

E-flat D

B

C

F

Allusion to the Gospel reading: Matthew 2:13–23.

A-flat

B-flat

C minor

E

G minor

Reminscent of the avenging angel who killed all the first-born of Egypt before the Exodus.

D major

D minor
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C#

G

Eric Chafe sees the "flood of waters" as a reference to the Exodus, and he sees the first

J.S. Bach - Church Cantatas BWV 582 movements as representing the old year (the time of Israel) and the last 2 movements
as the new year (the time of Christ). See "Analyzing Cantatas," 260, note 11; "Tonal
Allegory, 154–55.

Text painting: Leaps for mountain & hill

G minor

Leap for rhetorical emphasis on "not."

F major

Flood of water: Probably an allusion to Isaiah 43:1-2, which itself is reminiscent of the Exodus through the Red Sea.

Biblical allusion Hebrews 13:5–6 (see side
note).

G minor
F major
This aria is new to the later version, replacing an aria in 12/8 meter, which perhaps had a different text (only the continuo part survives). See Dürr/Jones, 168. Its
central (keystone) position in a chiastic form gives it importance (see earlier note about the significance of chiastic form in Bach's work).
●Affliction: God is my confidence so I am content (58/3).
Obbligato Vln is very active. "Walking" rhythm suggests the Believer's trudging (but carefree?) pilgrimage to heaven.
58/3.

Modified
da capo form.

Solo Vln.

Opening gesture
based on vocal opening

D minor

Rhythmic figuration in solo violin contributes to a carefree mood.

F major

G minor

F major
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D minor
This type of aria is called a “Devisenarie” or “motto aria.” After the ritornello, the singer presents the first phrase of the aria as a kind of motto. This is followed by a
short instrumental bridge before the aria proper begins. The motto sets the tone (and the literary perspective) for the movement.

D minor
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A minor

D minor

C major
B Section begins with syncopations in both voice and violin, suggesting casual/carefree certainty.

A minor

Repeated 8th notes in continuo reinforce matter-of-fact
assertion.

C major

G major
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D minor
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Plodding 8ths in solo violin reinforce the matter-of-fact statement of assurance.

G minor
Text painting: Held note for "sure/
secure."

G minor
Text painting: Held note for "secure/firm."

B-flat major

G minor
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D minor
A material returns without intervening ritornello.

D minor

D minor
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G minor

Closing ritornello

D minor

F major
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G minor

F major
Secco Recitative ending with arioso after 4 mm.

D minor
●Persecution: God shows me a new land (58/4): Allusion to Gospel reading, in which an angel
directs Joseph to take the infant Jesus to Egypt to escape King Herod's wrath.

58/4.

Chromaticism: In first
4 mm. of the entire
texture, D# and F#
are missing.

F major

The "new homeland" is identified as the Eden of heaven.

Walking bass

A minor
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G major

C major

A minor
A minor
Opening chorale returns (Soul) against voice of Jesus (aria). In the opening movement, the chorale is in 3/4 meter. As in the opening movement, 3 oboes were added
for the 1733/1734 version. In comparison to movement no. 1, this chorale setting is jubilant.
●Dialogue (Christ & Believer): Way to heaven is worth it (58/5).
58/5.
Concerto-like writing
in which Ob I and
Vln I lead
with 16th-note
figurations.
Concerto-like texture begins with triadic fanfare motive (derived
from Bass voice's opening), which recurs in the movement.

Continuo has triadic motive in
C major
syncopation, reinforcing the
Descending C major scale
carefree mood.
may represent help of Jesus (C major triad was considered the most perfect and often used for Jesus).

G major
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This is stanza 2 of "Herr, Jesu Christ, meins Lebens Licht," which has 15 stanzas, sung here to the same chorale tune as
the opening movement.

G major

C major

F major

C major walking bass

G major

G major

C major
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G major
Here the texts are sung together in the manner of a duet (similar to movement no. 1).

G major

G major
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G major

B Section
Here the texts are sung together in the manner of a duet (similar to movement no. 1).

Text painting: Long melisma for "joy."

G major

C major

F major

In the first movement, the focus was on "the present evil time"; here it is on
"the joy of that future time."
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A minor

D minor

A minor

C major
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Ritornello returns

F major

Opening line of the Bass aria text is repeated for emphasis.

C major

18

C major

